
Jim Seybert narrates with eloquence as he delivers a treasure trove of bite-sized 
devotions for time-challenged business and ministry leaders.      Audiofile Magazine 

Listeners 
Jim Seybert has a powerful voice that instills confidence and positivity as he reads through 
Mark’s 99 positive habits. Seybert’s voice is clear, crisp and encouraging.      Rod - 01/17 - 
Adelaide, South Australia 

Strong, positive voice which commanded a great book like this one.        02/17 - Daman 5 Stars 

Amazing narrator. Jim’s reading really added to the text.     01/17 - Spudboy, Idaho 

I'm drawn in by his style and forget that he is not the author. I feel like he's taking the time to speak 
directly to me -- as in a conversation.  07/17 - Rob, S Barbara 

Jim Seybert is clear and authoritative and a joy to listen to.        11/17 - Dominique, California 

Quality narration is the cornerstone of a great audio book. Love Jim Seybert! I will be looking for more 
by him, regardless of the genre.          6/17 - Joe P, Atascadero CA 

He’s a superb narrator for self-help and non-fiction titles, providing a clear, encouraging and 
enthusiastic voice. He makes serious topics interesting and adds a level of enthusiasm and 
motivation that may not be present from a printed edition.   4/17 - Rod, Australia 

Authors 
“Thank you for providing the narration for [my two] books and for your outstanding assistance 
in guiding me through the process of creating their audiobooks. I am very satisfied with the 
quality of your narrations.” — Stan Corvin: Vietnam Saga and Jet Pioneer 

“As a first-time author Jim not only provided an absolutely accurate and powerful narration, but he took 
all of the pressure off of publishing an audiobook by educating me on the whole process. You will be 
able to tell he loves his work.” — Zach Mercurio : The Invisible Leader 

Jim Seybert - Review Sheet 
Eloquence, Confidence, Credibility 

www.jimseybert.com 
805-748-1434 (voice & text) 
jim@jimseybert.com 
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